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The Harvard Mineralogical Museum has received, during the
past year, very large additions to its series of specimens from
Franklin Furnace, the study of which has added many new facts
to our knowledge of a number of the Franklin minerals. The
Stanton Collection, purchased after the death of Mr. Stanton and
rich in the discoveries of the past few years, has been as yet only
partly studied. The Canfield duplicates, purchased from the
trustees, contained many interesting specimens. Most valuable
of all, however, are the materials sent at frequent intervals by
Messrs. Bauer and Jenkins, chemists of the New Jersey Zinc
Company, for they are generally accompanied by careful chemical
analyses and represent the ne'n'est discoveries both at Franklin
and Sterling Hill.

The following notes, compiled by the author whose name alone
appears in the title, rest upon such analyses and upon crystallog-
raphic and optical studies made by Messrs. L. W. Lewis and H,
Berman.

They treat of the occurrence, crystallography, optical and
chemical properties of the following minerals: azurite, bornite,
cahnite, clinohedrite, clinozoisite, crocidolite, gageite, glauco-
chroite, hetaerolite, hodgkinsonite, leucophoenicite, manganite,
quartz,smithsonite, sussexite, tephroite, tennantite, and wil lemite.

Azuntrc. While long known at Franklin as a stain associated
with small veins containing chalcopyrite, azurite was but recently
found in crystallized specimens. In the Stanton Collection it is
represented by material from both Franklin and Sterling Hill.
The Franklin crystals occur in thoroughly oxidized vein material
found in the mine in the 720 pillar on 200 level.

The small crystals are rich in forms. They line cavities in
limonitic calcite along with malachite and fine rosettes of aurichal-
cite, the hydrous carbonate of zinc and copper.

The individual crystals are elongated parallel to the D axis with
d(101) dominant in the orthodome zone. The truncation is
dominated by d.QaQ and p(021) as shown in Plate IV, figure 1,
with the following forms present as small iaces; m(Il}), tr(301),
and h(221\.
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Fig. 1a. Azurite projection of a crystal showing the forms a(100), c(001), d(101)'
'l'(301), m(Il}) , p(021), d(243) .

Fig. 1b. Azurite. The same crystal as la projected on b(010).
Figs. 2a and b. Azurite. Clinographic and basal projections of a crystal showing

the forms c(001), a(100), o(101), d(T01), m(ll}), h(221), P(Ozl),1,(023), R(241)'
eSZQ, P(223), ffi(034), +(1.3.24). The drawing is made with the b axis in front
instead of the normal position.

Figs. 3a and b. Azurite. Clinographic and basal projections of a crystal showing
the forms c(001), o(100), 6(010), d(101), a(I1l), m(110), p(021).

Fig. 4a. Cahnite. Photograph of a twin crystal.
Fig. 4b. Drawing of the same crystal as shown in the photograph of 4a showing

the forms a(100), m(lL}), p(11 1), o(111).
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At Sterling Hill specimens of massive coarse granular- franklinite

ore were found intersected by veins of calcite and azurite which

appear to be a replacement of the ore. As a whole, aztrite followed

calcite but the deposition of the two overlapped in part. The veins

-are generally granular but in a few cases cavities in the franklinite

representing complete solution of large grains are lined with

brilliant crystals of azurite.
Seven crystals were measured-the largest being 2 mm. in

greatest length parallel to the orthodome zone. The faces were

small and signals faint but the angles check closely with those

calculated from the axes based on the measurements of Tsumeb

crystals.r The crystals are flattened parallel to c(001) with the

orthodome and clinodome zones prominent' Plate IV, figttte 2,

illustrates a small, doubly terminated crystal found with ideal

development. The following forms were identified on crystals of

this type:

c(001),  o(100),  a(101),  d(101),  m( l l } ) ,  h(221),  p(021),

t(023), R(24t), e15Z+), P(223), m(034), and *(1.s.2+)

The form marked with an asterisk is an etch face occurring sym-

metrically developed on most of the crystals. Only on one crystal

was it possible to get distinct signals and the readings were as

follows:

Average
Calculated

Q P

2"09' 6038'
0"2r '  7004'

The form is not considered of any value except as an interesting

symmetrical and persistent occurrence of an etch face'

Plate IV, figure 3, illustrates the habit of some paper-thin plates

of. azurite flattened parallel to c(001). The relative thickness is

exaggerated in order to show the forms present as small faces'

BonHrrr. The occurrence of bornite at Franklin is uncommon

although some specimens of chalcopyrite were seen which seemed

to contain minute grains of the darker colored bornite. The follow-

ing analysis, however, made on a specimen from the mine at Frank-

lin by the chemists of the New Jersey Zinc Company proves its

presence although mixed with sphalerite:

1 Palache and Lewis, Am. Minerol.,12, April, 1927,
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ANar,vsrs or Inpum Borurrru rv L. H. Baurn

Percentages Mol.ratios
38.16  .600
28.38 .887
1 0 . 4 1  . 1 8 6
2 2 . 1 7  . 3 3 9
0 . 8  . 0 1 5
0 . 6

100.52

ZnS Mol. ratios Bornite Mol. ratios
.600 :5X .120

.420 .467:4x .117
.066 I  .120:1X.r20
.339 i .420
.01s j

In the specimen yielding this analysis, the sphalerite was visible
as abundant grains of dark brown color. It was concluded that
the zinc, manganese, and a small portion of the iron were derived
from the sphalerite and calculation on this basis shows 40 per cent.
of the latter to be present. Deducting this and neglecting the
silica as unessential the figures of the last column are obtained
which yield very closely the bornite formula CusFe Sn.

CauNrre . This mineral, first described2 a year ago in the form
of crystals of minute to microscopic size, was found during the
past summer in a small pocket in what may fairly be called gigantic
crystals for this substance. The pocket was in 229 pillar, 20,
from the 700 level north, near where Mr. Stanton first found
cahnite in a rhodonite vein. The crystals were implanted on
rhodonite and numbered in all about a dozen. They range in size
from 2 cm. (about 3/4 inch) square, downward, are all twinned
in the habit previously described for the mineral and present no
new forms as they have been etched and slightly rounded. plate
IV, figures 4a and 4b, shows a typical specimen in photograph and
drawing.

I am indebted to Mr. Bauer for the opportunity of securing these
remarkable crystals and to Mr. Lewis for photographing and
measuring them.

CttNonBonrrr. Clinohedrite was first described in 1898 by
Penfield and Footes and nothing has been added to their descrip-
tion of this interesting mineral in the ensuing thirty years. The
material which they described came from the dump of the parker
Shaft and the mineral was not found in place at that time. The
recent discovery of clinohedrite by Mr. Bauer in association with

2 Am. MineraJ., 12, 149, 1927. In the figure in this paper showing cahnite, the
letter b, wherever it appears slrould be changed to o.

a  A m .  f o u r .  S r r , 5 , 2 8 9 , 1 8 9 8 ,
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the two new lead silicates larsenite and calcium-larsenitea seems

a fitting occasion therefore to publish such new facts as have come

to the writer's notice concerning it. These facts include new

crystallographic data and two new analyses by Mr. Bauer, which

serve to confirm the correctness of the original description.

As no table of position-angles for clinohedrite has been published

these values are presented in Tasrr I. The table includes the

forms found by Penfield and a number since observed, marked

with an asterisk, the data for which are contained in Taslp II'

Tarr-e L Axcr-n Tesr.B or Cr-rxonronrtn

a :b ic : .6824 i1 i .3226 p :103"56 ' ,

!o :  '4726 {o - .3131 P:76 '04 '
Q P

r(331) -5r"2+' 57"12'
s(5sl) -s3 35 69 48
t07r) -54 27 75 s4

*ft(311) -75 06 5L 27
*fr1(311) -75 06 51 27
*.4(B1T) 79 t8 60 06
*s611) -81 36 65 39
a(531) -66 07 67 18
*j(251) -24 13 60 31
*o(I71) - 6 02 65 14
*ro(151) - 8 25 58 29
*rr(131) 37 13 50 33

r(T31) 37 t'3 50 33
o(131) -r3 52 44 s4
or(131) -13 52 44 54
tG21) 48 43 M 22

From time to time crystals of clinohedrite, probably from the

original locality, have come into the writer's hands which yielded

the combinations of forms shown in Plate V, figures 5, 6, and 7'

Two other specimens in which hodgkinsonite was associated with

clinohedrite contained measurable crystals of the latter which are

shown in Plate V, figures 8 and 9. These are probably from a

second occurrence but its location in the mine is unknown' In

1928 specimens were found in the mine at Franklin on the 400

level in the north end which contained clinohedrite associated with

a number of other species including larsenite as mentioned above'

The clinohedrite is fairly abundant in clusters of prismatic crystals

lining cavities and intergrown with needles of larsenite. It is

{ This number, page 334.

Q P
*o(100) 90o00' 90rc0'
b(010) 0 00 90 00

*f(zro) 71 40 eo oo
h(320) 66 10 90 00
m(rr0) 56 29 90 00
mr(110) -56 29 90 00
n(r2o) 37 02 90 00

*zrG20) -37 02 90 00
,(130) 26 42 90 oo

*d(150) 16 48 90 oo
e(101) 90 00 36 r9
erG0T) 90 00 36 19
f(111) 66 18 38 4s
p'(11T) 66 18 38 45
q(111) -36 31 2r  s2
qr(111) -36 31 21 52
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ExptlNlrron ol Prern V

Fig. 5. Clinohedrite crystal showing o(100), D(010), h(320), m(tIO), m,(IlO),
n(r20) ,1.(130) , p(ll|), and u(53r) .

Fig. 6. Clinohedrite. Projection on 6(010) of a crystalshowing 6(010), m(tt}),
mt(Tr}), l(130), d(150), e(r}r), p(rrr), q(111), r(331), s(851), ,(721), u(53r),
f t(311), z(I71), and 2fl51).

Fig. 7. Clinohedrite. Projection on b(010) of a doubly terminated crystil
showing b(010), az(l10), e(l}l), e1fiOT), p(I11), C(Itt), q,(1tI), o(I31), o1(13T),
r(331), s(551), ,(771),u(531), g(811) and r(T3T).

Fig. 8. Clinohedrite crystal showing b(010), tz(110), mr(Il}), e(lOI), p(lll),
and a(531).

Fig.9. Cl inohedrite. Project iononb(010)ofacrystalshowingb(010),za(I10),
e(l0r), p(rrl), q1(11T), &1(31D, *fl3l), andj(251).

Fig. 10. Clinohedrite. Projectiononb(010)of acrystalshowing6(010),m1el0),
aQ.20), e(l}l), p(llt), f,Grl), and,4(31T).

Fig. 11. Clinohedrite. ProjectiononD(010) of acrystalshowingb(010),ru(Il}),
n1(T20), e(t}l) , p(111) , pt(Irl) , q(Ilr), t(77 r), and .4 (31T).
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snow-white or glassy, transparent, with optical properties identical
with those of the first described occurrence. The prismatic habit
is developed parallel to the zone [101] containing the forms e, 1,
b and fu. These crystals are shown in Plate V, f igures 10 and 11,

and are markedly difierent in appearance from any hitherto de-
scribed. Alt the new forms were found on the above crystals, the
measurements obtained qonstituting Tanr,B II. The angles
measured both on these and on the known forms conform closely
to those calculated from Penfield's axes.

Terlo IJ. Darl lon Nnw Fonlrs ox CttNosronrrr;

6 p
a(100) 89'39' 90o00' Two narrowfaces

JQlo) 7l 19 90 oo t' t' ''

a(T20) -37 08 90 00 Fiveexcellentfaces
d(150) 16 39 90 00 Onenarrowface
ft(811) -75 04 51 24 Twodistinctfaces.
ft1(311) -75 00 50 35 Onepoorface
,4(311) 79 13 59 55 Sevenexcellentfaces
j(25I) -2+"5I' 60"27' Threegoodfaces
g(511) -81 37 65 48 Twopoorfaces
r(17D - 5 48 66 20 Twofairfaces
rs(151) - 7 50 58 11 Onefairface
*r(131) 36 33 50 08 Twopoorfaces

Csnurpal ANlr,vsns or CrrNosronrtn

1. Analysis by Foote, 1898, average of two, Parker Shaft.
2. Analysis by Bauer, 1925, Parker Shaft.
3. Analysis by Bauer, 1928, Franklin, 400 level.
4. Number 3 recalculated to 100 per cent. after deduction of 5.42 per cent'

calcite (including MnO, MgO, and FeO) equivalent to COz found; and of 3'74 per
ient. of larsenite equivalent to PbO found.

1 2 3 4
Sior  27 .22  26 .73  25 .71  27 .39
ZnO 37.M 37.1s  34 .55  36  78
CaO 26.25  26 .25  27 .62  27  '41
MnO 0 .50  1 .11  0-29
Mgo
FeO
HrO
Pbo

0 .07  0 .36
0 0 8

8 .s6  8 .09  7 .63  8 .42
1 . 0 6

coz z.4g
(Fe, AI)rO3 0 28 0.37 0 .30

100.32 99.68 100.08 100.00
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Mr. Bauer analyzed a small sample (.183 gram) of the new-
found clinohedrite which had been purified as completely as
possible by Mr. Berman. ft was impossible to free it entirely from
larsenite and calcite. It is shown together with a second analysis
of material from the Parker Shaft in the table below. They are
essentially identical and yield the original formula, HrCaZnSiOs.

The rediscovery of clinohedrite in the mine at Franklin leaves
only one of the numerous species described by Penfield from the
Parker Shaft dump to be found again, namely nasonite. Roeb-
lingite occurs in small amount with the new find of clinohedrite.

CrrNozorstrp. This mineral, not before described from Franklin,
was identified by crystal form and optical characters among the
many minerals coating the walls of the cavities from which gageite
was first described. The principal wall coating is orange colored
zincite upon which rest pyrochroite, willemite needles, gageite and
calcite, The.clinozoisite is in flattened prisms, deeply striated in
the direction of their length and terminated by a single pair of
pyramid faces with the angles and in the familiar habit of epidote.
They are white to pale yellow in color and show basal cleavage.

Three crystals were measured, yielding poor reflections but
sufficient to identify their forms according to the following table
of angles.

Measured tt*tr1::1f"'"""%fi;:'n'

O p
64"48', 90000'
0 0 0  9 0 0 0

51 29 90 00
- t6 21 90 00

80 06 90 00
-51 40 34 34

6 p
6+"36', 90000'
000  9000

51 42 90 00
-t6 46 90 00

81 03 90 00
-5t 42 35 13

c(001)
a(100)
r(T01)
/(301)
i(102)
nQrr)

Since the angles of epidote and clinozoite are practically identi-
cal, the identification of these crystals as belonging to the latter
species rests on their optical properties which were determined
by Mr. Berman as follows:

Biaxial negative. Extinction parallel on length sections. Z 71c:
31o .  Y :8 ,  X :a .  D i spe rs ion  s t rong ,  p )u ,  a :1 .684 ;9 :1 .691 ;
z :  1 .698 .

These characters show the mineral to be closely related to
clinozoisite but the indices are lower than those of any member of
the zoisite group, even the newly described pumpellyite. As there
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is no possibility of obtaining sufficient amounts of the mineral for

chemical analysis, its true place in the series must remain un-

certain.
Cnoctoorrrn. Crocidolite has long been known from Franklin

in inconspicuous narrow calcite veins in which it was associated
with granular sphalerite. Recently it was found in abundance and

the Stanton Collection contained numerous specimens showing
its association. It is a very pale blue variety in excessively fine

needles more or less felted together or contained as inclusions in

other minerals. It appears to have formed vein-l ike masses in

which the chief mineral is calcite in perfectly colorless anhedra' the

exterior rounded and coated with crocidolite. Willemite is also

found in similar rounded crystals of considerable size, pale green

or perfectly colorless, but sometimes blue from included needles of

crocidolite. Sphalerite too is found in these veins in paly green to

white cleavage masses. The occurrence of needle-like crystals of
qnartz in one speciYnen is described on a later page of this paper.

A sample of crocidolite was analyzedby Mr. Bauer, as shown

below in Column 1. The sample showed the presence of wil lemite

by its f luorescence so the ZnO was deducted as ZnzSiOr wil lemite
(8.91 per cent.) and the analysis recalculated to 100 per cent. The

specific gravity of this sample is 3.195.

Sioz  53  .61  56  .17
FezOr 18.45 20.24
Al2O3 2.23 2 45
F e O  2 . 1 6  2 . 3 8
CaO O.24 0  26
MnO absent
M g O  9 . 1 1  9 . 9 9
ZnO 6 .50
NazO 4.86 5 33

Loss on ignit ion 2.90 3.18

ular Ratios
936:20X47

1 5 0 : 3 x 5 0

2 8 8 : 6 X 4 3

86: 2X43
t77 :  LxM

MoIec
.936
.126\
.024)
.033 l
.oos I(
.zso)

.086
1 a a

100.00 100.00

The formula may then be written, ignoring insignificant amounts
of  CaO and AlzOe as:  4HrO.2NazO 6(Mg,Fe)O'3FezOa'2OSiOr.

Dr. M. A. Peacock, who has recently studied the chemical
composition of the South African crocidolitess has kindly discussed

6 This number, p. 258.
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this analysis along similar l ines and reports as follows: "Crocido-
lite may be regarded as containing the following molecules in
varying proportions:

I (Fe,Al)zOs.HrO.SiO, (PenfieldMolecule),
rn (Fe,Al)zOs. HzO'4SiOz (Gordon's ideal riebeckite molecule),
n (H2,Na2,Ca,Mg,Fe)O. SiOz (Metasilicateamphibolemolecule).

In the Franklin crocidolite I is small and m and a about equal
in amount. It differs from South African crocidolite in having
MgO greatly prepbnderating over FeO instead of the reverse, and
in having a greater relative amount of Fe2O3."

Gacrrrp. The existence of gageite as a definite mineral species
rests upon an analysis made upon a very minute amount of
material (.04 gr.). In a recent paper,6 Gordon has tried indeed to
show that gageite was probably identical with tephroite. The
following facts regarding this mineral seem, however, to establish
its validity as an independent species.

The optical characters determined by Larsen on type material
have been found to be characteristic of numerous specimens of
the mineral leaving no ambiguity in its determination. In order
better to establish its chemical nature, a gram sample of gageite
was purified by Mr. Berman from a nearly homogeneous specimen
obtained by the kindness of Captain George Rowe of Franklin
and this was analyzed by Mr. Bauer.

1. Analysis of gageite by L. H. Bauer
2. Analysisol gageitebyR. B. GageT

1 Molecular Ratios
SiOz
MnO
Mso
ZnO
FeO
ALOa
HrO

23 .58
53.74
9 .95
3 . 9 6
0.03
0.  15
8 2 4

. 3 9 1  : 3 X . 1 3 0

.7s81

.247],r .0s4:8x .r32

.C/;e)

4 .57  :3x .152

z

2 4 . 7  |
50 .  19
1 1 . 9 1
8 .86

4.43(difi.)

99 .65 100.00

The composition is expressed by the formula 8(Mn,Mg,Zn)O.
3SiOz'3H2O. Specific gravity 3.584 (Pycnometer, Berman).

6 Gordon, S. G., Proc. Acail. Sci.. PhiI., 79, 207 , 1927 .
1 Am. lour. Sci., 30, 283, 1910.
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These results agree substantially with those originally obtained
by Phillips, except for a somewhat larger content of water, and lead
to the same formula as proposed by that author. fn the Stanton
Collection, there are many specimens in which gageite is associated
with chlorophoenicite. No crystals were measurable. The gageite
here as usual is in fibrous aggregates of pale pinkish tint and seems
to be a replacement or pseudomorph after an unidentified mineral.
A comparison of the chemical and optical characters of gageite
with those of tephroite shows a wide divergence of nature. It
would have to be compared rather to a "hydrotephroite" which
is a vague name attached to various uncertain and indefinite
alteration products of tephroite. There seems to the writer no
good reason for denying the right of gageite to a definite place
among the minerals.

GreucocnnorrB. This mineral was established by Penfield and
Warren in 1899, on material found during the sinking of the Parker
Shaft and has not since been identified at Franklin. The discovery
and analysis of new material of this mineral is, therefore, a welcome
contribution to our knowledge of it. Mr. Bauer has sent to the
writer several specimens of bluish glaucochroite in massive form
intermixed with willemite, hardystonite, tephroite and franklinite
which were found on the picking table. Their place in the mine
is unknown except that tJrey came from a deep level.

Some of this material was purified by Berman and gave the
following optical properties. Biaxial negative. 2V medium large,
a :  1 . 6 8 ,  A :  1 . 7 1 ,  I  :  I . 7 2 5 .

This sample was analyzed by Mr. Bauer as shown below. The
powder gave under the iron spark-gap the willemite phosphores-
cence from isolated grains. The zinc found in the analysis was
therefore calculated as willemite and deducted. The analysis is
practically identical with the original analysis by Warren.

1. Analysis of glaucochroite by L. H. Bauer.
2. Analysis of glaucochroite corrected by deducting 3.29 per cent. willemite and

recalculated to 100 per cent.
3. Analysis of glaucochroite by C. H. Warren, 1899.
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1
Percentages

3 t . 7 2
3 3 . 1 3
29.04
2 . 2 3
2 . 4 0
0 . 1 1
0  . 3 1
0 . 9 5

MINERALOGIST

Percentages
3r.92
34.30
30.06
2 . 3 1

0 .  1 1
0 3 2
0 .98

J

Percentages
3 1 . 4 8
s8 .00
28.95

r . 7 4

SiOz
MnO
CaO
Mso
ZnO
FeO
Pbo
Alsos

99. 89 100.00 99.89

Horennorrro. This mineral was originally found in abundance
at Sterling Hill in oxidized material and was first described by

Moore in 1877, somewhat doubtfully as a zlnc hausmannite' No
further examination of the mineral was made unti l 1910 when the

writer published a new analysis by Schaller and concluded that it

was zinc hausmannite but in so doing ignored a considerable
content of water which was not accounted for. In 1913, Ford and

Bradley described hetaerolite from Leadvil le, Colorado, where

also it was found amidst oxidized ores. They concluded that it

should be regarded as a hydrous oxide with the formula 2ZnO'

2MnzOs'HzO. But their material was impure and to obtain this

result 10 per cent. of calamine had to be deducted from the

analysis.
Mr. Bauer has now supplied analyses of a new occurrence of the

mineral at Sterling Hill in which it is associated with unoxidized
franklinite. These show scarcely a trace of water and yield an ideal

ratio for zinc hausmannite, ZnO.MnrOs. This material is black

and crystalline and identical with crystals from Franklin, long

since measured by the author, which showed form and twinning
similar to but not identical with those of hausmannite. Mr' Ber-

man has compared the optical properties of the analyzed mineral
with those of the measured crystals and of the type, massive
mineral and finds them all so nearly alike that there now seems

no reason to doubtthat hetaerolite is a zinc hausmannite.
The following data establish the characters of unaltered hetaero-

lite. For the partly hydrated mineral hitherto described, the name

hydrohetaerolite may well be employed.
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The crystals from Franklin were first brought to the Harvard

Mineralogical Laboratory by Mr. Cahn in 1914. They are minute

black octahedroids lining druses in thin veins in massive ore,

associated with jeffersonite, wine colored and pink hodgkinsonite

and green wil lemite. Calcite sometimes fi l ls the center of the vein'

The crystals show only the unit pyramid (111) and base (001),

the latter sometimes large. A few of them show the twinning

illustrated in Plate VI, figures I2a and b, with four individuals

in twin relation to a fifth on a(101). There is, however, generally

wide departure from the ideal symmetry here shownl some in-

dividuals may be smaller than others or quite lacking. The

crystals, though brilliant, are somewhat facetted so that measure-

ments were not satisfactory. On one simple crystal, however,

four iclentical reaclings were obtained for the inclination of the

pyramid to the base.
Q p

45000/ 57"55'

45o00' 58"32' (Flink)

' o : c : l ' l 5 t -

The crystals from Sterling Hill are unmodified pyramids im-

planted on massive franklinite and show no twinning,

The color of hetaerolite is shining black with a dark brown

streak. The table gives in comparative form the optical characters,

observed specific gravity and calculated specific gravity (Gladstone

and Dale) for the minerals of this group. The last named values

are a measure of the effect produced by the introduction of water

in the hetaerolite molecule.

Taer-n I

Hetaerol i te  (111)
whence ps:  c :  I .128

Hausmanni te (111)

Zn-Hausmannite : Hetaerolite
(Sterling Hill)
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The analysis by L. H. Bauer of
S terl ing Hil l, purif ied by Berman

a sample of hetaerolite from
(Sp. gr. 4.85) is as follows:

Percentages
64.21
o . 2 4

32.46
L86
0 . 4 9
0 .  1 8
0 .  1 9

qo 63

MnzOa
FezOs
ZnO
MnO
Meo
SiOz
H"O

This analysis is that of an anhydrous oxide and it yields the
ratio demanded by the formula ZnO.MnzOr with great exactness.

Hetaerolite is unaltered in the blowpipe and yields a zinc coating
when reduced with soda on charcoal.

HoocrrNsolrro. Hodgkinsonite has been found in recent years
in a great variety of asscciations at Franklin and must be ranked
as one of the most characteristic members of the mineral as-
semblage fi l l ing the "pneumotectic veins." Mr. Bauer has made
two analyses which confirm the original chemical interpretation
of this mineral. Its optical orientation has been more exactly
fixed by Mr. Berman's studies. And Berman and Lewis have
measured a number of crystals found among the abundant ma-
terial of the Stanton Collection which considerably enlarges the
crystallographic interest of the species. These crystals, instead of
presenting a prismatic habit parallel to the c axis which has been
hitherto the rule, are dominantly developed parallel to the a axis.
Some are tabular parallel to the base (001) with strong develop-
ment of the clinodome zote; others have neither base nor prisms
except as line faces and the clinodomes determine the prismatic
habit. In addition to these novel habits these crystals have yielded
some 17 new forms additional to the 24 already established, making
the form series a highly complex one.

The optical characters as revised by Berman are as follows:

Biaxial negative, 2V:50" to 60o
Y :b,  ZAc:38o Axia l  p lane:(010)
a:1.724:Iavend.et

A : 1.7 42 : almost colorless
ry: 1.746: lavender
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Expr,lNltroN ol PT,ATE VI

Figs. 12a and b. Hetaerolite. Plan and clinographic projection of a twin group

of five crystals showing the forms r(001) and 2(111), four of the individuals twinned

to the fifth one on faces of the second order pyramid.
Figs. 13a and b. Hodgkinsonite. Clinographic and basal projections of a crystal

showing the forms c(001), rz(110), l(2l}), s(011), o(021), o(4O3), w(2OI), t$0l),

r(22r), E@21), p(rlD, P(Tll).
Fig. 14. Hodgkinscnite. Clinographic drawing with the axis b to the front,

showing the forms c(001), m(ll}), l(210), s(011), o(021), a(4O3), w(201), t(401),
R(401,), r(22r), p(rrr),f(2rr), s(42r), F(223), E(42r).

Fig. 15. Hodgkinsonite. Basal projection of a crystal showing the forms of
figure 14 with the addition of the forms h(623), i(MI), k(243), G(223), g(131),

M(62r).
Fig. 16. Hodgkinsonite. A crystal projected on D(010), showing the forms

c(CoI), m(rl0), s(011), y'(l11), P(Ilr), e(42I).
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In part of the vein yielding the willemite specimens described
in a later part of this paper, the willemite crystals grow fewer or
are wholly lacking. Their place is taken by scattered, implanted
crystals of hodgkinsonite; bluish green tephroite crystals with tips
blackened by oxide of manganese; and white barite crystals or
platy masses, which, with calcite, sometimes wholly filled the
fissure. The barite crystals and those of tephroite are of common
habits but the hodgkinsonite presents a combination of forms
wholly new to this mineral. The crystals are in part clear pink, in
part of a fine topaz yellow color and do not exceed 5 mm. in
diameter. Figure 13 shows the habit of the crystals; in contrast
to all previous finds of hodgkinsonite the prism is almost lacking
and the clinodome zone is dominant with a (021) and c (001) the
principal faces. The pyramids r (221) and .E (421) are largely
developed, the negative orthodomes a (403) w (20I), and I (401)
are prominent, the other forms present mainly as minute faces
being as follows:

m(r10)
*u(320)

t(2ro)
s(01 1)

p(I1r)
P(T11)

*7(1r .5 .1 )

The two forms marked with an asterisk are new and are estab-
lished by the following measured angles:

Measured Calculated

6 p Q p
t/(320), 3 line faces between I and na, on edge

betweenrandE 44o50' 90'00'

"(1 
1.5.1) 4 distinct faces, not shown in drawing

between, and in zone with, I and r. 54 53 84 12

44"25', 90"00',

55 29 84 09

Among the specimens from the Stanton Collection, one hodgkin-
sonite specimen is remarkable for excellent crystals highly facetted
with new forms. Figure 14, Plate VI, illustrates a find of small
gemJike doubly terminated pink crystals delicately attached to
larger singly terminated crystals of the same habit. One end of a
doubly terminated crystal i l lustrated in plan by figure 15, Plate VI,
measuring only 2 mm. in its greatest diameter gave reflections on
one end tro-a 44 faces of 26 f.orms of which 15 belonged to forms
new to the mineral. The crystals are elongated parallel to the c
axis with m (110) and r (221) dominant and in approximately
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equal development. Eight excellent crystals were measured and
the new forms are well established. The following table sum-
marized the observations establishing the new forms:

Form Average Measured
6 p

J Qrl) 54"r9', 62"r5',
g @21) 53 28 75 00
h (623) 64 27 s9 39
i (44r) 34 01 79 35
h (243) 2r s2 57 52
G (223) 38 24 43 06
H (rsr) 13 56 73 so
I (423) 54 55 52 07
F (223) TZ sS 39 48
z (2rr) oo t: 50 41
L (423) +s +O 47 42
MGzr) 62 26 78 1s
Iv- (012) I s6 2e 17
Q (023) 7 s7 36 31
R (401) 90 00 7r s6

Variations from
mean, minutes

No.
of

p crystals
- 5  8
- 4  7
- t4  4
- 5  2
-t7 4
- 1  3

Calculated
, b p

54"19'. 62"t3',
53 27 74 57
64 24 59 40
34 00 79 24
20 28 57 26
38 00 43 08
13 50 73 +2
55 07 52 15
27 +l 39 49
60 13 50 40
47 33 48 45
62 27 78 12
943  2920

' 7  1 9  s 6 4 0
90 00 71 30

I

2

a
+ 7 -  8  + 8
+ 6 - 6  + 4
+ 6 - 7  + 1 6
+ t -  J  t J

+13 -  6  +16
+ 1 1  - s  + 2

No. of
of faces

16
1 1
6
4

J

1
1

10
J

1

1
7

1

+ 1 1  - 1 0  + 7 - s
+ 5 - s  + l - l

+2 -2  +s -4

+ 1 6 - 8  7

The other forms present and shown in the drawing are c(001),
m(170), l(210), s(011), o(021), v(403), w(201), t(401), p(l l l),
r(221), and E(421). Another Stanton crystal shown in Plate VI,
figure 16, and noteworthy for the dominance of the clinodome had
only the forms c(00i), m(ll}), S(011), p(l lI), r(22I), PGII),
E(42r) .

LBucopnoBNrcrro. Little of importance has been added to the
physical and chemical data relating to leucophoenicite since it was
first described by Penfield and Warren8 excepting the optical
constants contained in Larsen's Tables and the crystal elements
and forms published by the author,e and reproduced in Gold-
schmidt's Atlas der Krystallformen, The angle tables and draw-
ings as here given were alr:ady prepared in 1910 but are now first
published.

s Am. J.5c. ,8,339,  1899.
e Am. L 5c.,29,177, tgl0.
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Leucophoen ic i te .  Ax ia l  ra t io :  o ;b tc :1 .1045:  1 :  2 .3155 :F :76"44 '  .

Forms:
c (001) s (120) r (101)
b (010) e (101) i (102)
o (100) t (r02) y (I03)
m(r r0 )  r (103)  zG}a)

Combinations;-
l .  crb, ar s, e, t  r ' i ,  y, o, tr ,  n.
2 .  c r b r o , s r r , y , o , I .

Figure 17

3 ,  c , b ,a ,e , t , r , i , o , l , n , u ,d ,h ,  Tw in .  P ro j ec t i onon6  F igu re18

4 .  b r s , t , r r I , n .
5 .  c , b , e , r , l , o , l , , d , .
6.  c,b,  m,s,  r ,  r ,  i ,  y ,  or- f  ,  d,  q.

7 .  c , b , o , l , n , i l .
8 .  b , o , l , n , d .
9 .  c , a , e , r , r , i , z , u , , h .  F i g u r e l 9 , a & b

1 O .  a r e r r r r , i , y , z , o , w , k .  T w i n .
l l .  c ,  b,  a,  e,  t ,  r , , i ,  J ,  n;  d. ,  h,  p.

1 2 .  o , r , r , i , z , u , h .
13 .  c , a ,e , r , r , i , s , z , u , k .  Tw in .  P ro j ec l i ononb  F igu re20
14. c,b,a, i ,y .  Twin.  Figure2l
1 5 .  c r b r o , m , s r e , r , i r y r u r e r q r j .  F i g u r e 2 2 , a & b

Hanrr. Commonly in isolated crystalline grains or massive
granulai. Crystals rare, generally of epidote habit, more or less
elongated paral'lel to the b axis, with striated orthodome zone; but
also tabular parallel to the orthopinacoid or an orthodome.
Crystals generally minute and frequently twinned on the base,
either in contact or interpenetrating and with numerous lamellae
in parallel growth.

The crystallization of leucophoenicite is here first described in
detail, Penfield, who established the species, being unable to deter-
mine on his material even the crystal system. The first crystals
measured by the writer came from a specimen in the collection of
Mr. Canfield who most kindly consented to sacrifice a part of it
for the purpose. Some ten crystals, combinations numbers 1 to 8,
and figures 17 and 18, Plate VII, proved measurable but many
were fragmentary and none were of first class quality. The
measurements were made on the two-circle goniometer, the
crystals, owing to their peculiar habit, being mounted so that the
orthodome zone was vertical with (010) as pole. The measure-
ments and calculated angles together with the elements and
symbols of the forms in this position are contained in T.tsr,B I.

o (011) n (12r) d (r23)
I (0r2) u (122) h (I23)
2 G11) i Q22) c O24)
t (r2r) k (zrt)
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In Tanr,B II may be found the elements and symbols transformed
to the normal position with the calculated angles for the forms.
The letters and order of listing serve to identify the corresponding
forms in the two tables.

The calculation of the elements is based on the measurements
given by 27 iaces of 6 forms on 8 crystals, only those faces which
gave sharp images on the goniometer being employed. The
position chosen was that which gave the simplest symbols and at
the same time brought the twin and cleavage plane into the
position of basal pinacoid. No interpretation of the highly peculiar
assemblage of forms offered the slightest resemblance to the form
series of any member of the humite group to which leucophoenicite
is related chemically.

Tesra II

Elements and calculated angles of leucophoenicite, normal position.
Elements Qo:2.O965 .  Qo:2.2538 p:76'M' .

c 001
D 010
o 100
rn ll0
s 120
e l0l
, 102
r 103
r f01
i 102
y 103
z I04

Q p O
90'00' 13o16' a 011 5"49'
00 00 90 00 j 012 11 31
90 00 90 00 p T! -39 38
42 56 90 00 n I2r -22 30
24 56 g0 00 I rzt 27 18
90 00 67 18 u122 -19 58
90 00 52 42 d r23 31 42
90 00 43 38 h 123 -17 2l

-90 00 62 28 q 124 -14 39
-90 00 40 04 j r22 29 33 .-90 00 25 44 k ztt -60 22
-90 00 16 51

p
66"45'
49 45
7t  36
/ 6  4 J

79 08
o /  J 4

61 08
58 16
50 07
69 25
77 57

Much has been learned since its original description of the
occurrence of leucophoenicite in the mine at Franklin. It is now
known to be a very common mineral there, constituting veins and
replacement areas in the ore and has frequently been found in
place. Two occurrences especially were observed and described
to the author by Mr. Hodgkinson, formerly of the Mine staff at
Franklin. One consists of a single small cavity in ore, an opening
in a vein consisting of leucophoenicite and willemite in granular
admixture. This cavity is lined with pale yellow drusy garnet
upon the surface of which are implanted crystals of leucophoenicite
and willemite and a single white calcite scalenohedron. The
willemite is pale green, long prismatic in habit and brilliant in
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lustre. The leucophoenicite is clear red in color in striking contrast

to its background. The crystals are slender prismatic forms both

simple and twinned, the longest doubly terminated, about one-

third of an inch in length and showing the forms of Plate VII'

figure 19. The twin shown in Plate VII, figure 20, and the com-

binations 10, '11, and !2 are from this specimen. These crystals

have sufiered somewhat from etching so that the measurements

given were poor but they sufficed to establish the'forms, character-

istic for which are the orthodome a and the pyramids u and k'

Another occurrence of leucophoenicite was found by Mr'

Hodgkinson in place in the northern end of the mine near the hang-

ing wall of the west leg of the ore body, within two feet of a dike

of pegmatite. ft occurs in a continuous seam with swells and

pinches, the former making vugs in which the crystals have

formed. The specimens at hand show walls of banded ore with

much franklinite which on the boundary of the cavity is in isolated

cubic crystals. The walls of the central cavity are coated with gray

calcite, merging inward to pale rhodochrosite, poorly crystallized
in parallel groups of rhombohedra. Upon the carbonates is a

coating of silky, felted sussexite, often in a thin film adhering

closely. A central mass four inches or more across consists of

massive, dull-brown leucophoenicite, becoming crystallized to-

wards the center, either in the slender plate-like crystals shown

in Plate VIII, figure 21, the broad surface deeply striated by

twinning, with bright faces of the base or basal cleavagel or in

rarer, isolated, stouter, more brilliant crystals like Plate VIII,

figure 22. These are clear pink and of a lively color, the plates dull

brown, clear to opaque. In some cases groups of the platy crystals

are aggregated in fan-shaped groups, rising from the massive

matrix.
These specimens have added much to our knowledge of the

crystallography of leucophoenicite and are much the most attrac-
tive vet found of this peculiar mineral.
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Expr,eN,q,ttor'r ol Purn VII

Fig.17. Leucophoenicite. Crystal showing c(001), D(010), a(100), s(120),
a ( 10 1 ), r([01 ), J (I02), y(I03), o (01 l, I (l2l), and. n (12r).

Fig.18. Leucophoenicite. Projection on 6 of interpenetrating twin crystals
twinnedonc(001). Acombinationofc(001),b(010),o(100), e(101),t(102),r(T01),
i(TOZ), o(0ll) , l(I2l) , n[zl) , u5.22) , d(123), and, h(123).

Fig. 19a. Leucophoenicite. Projection on b of a crystal showing c(001), a(100),
e(101), r(103), zQO4), i.(102), r]}l), uQ22), and &@11).

Fig. 19b. Leucophoenicite. The same crystal as shown in 19a in clinographic
projection showing the prismatic development parallel to the b axis.

Fig.20. Leucophoenicite. Projection on 6 of a crystal twinned on c(001),
showing c(001), o(100), s(120), e(101), *(103), r(I0l), iQ02), y(103), zO04), uQ.2Z) ,
and k(2lr).
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MeNcaNrrB. The monohydrate of manganese has not pre-

viously been reported from Franklin. A specimen which proves

to contain this mineral has been received from Mr' Bauer' It

consists of a small fragment of compact limestone with a network

of vugs lined rvith calcite crystals, some of which are very brilliant.

Implanted on these are clusters of slender radiating needles, black

and lustrous, which by chemical tests and crystal form proved to

be manganite. The specimen was found in the mine at Sterling

Hill but the exact locality is not given. Although the crystals are

bright they are much striated and yielded poor measurements'

These, however, sufficed to show the presence of the forms o(100)'

k(230) and z(101). In another specimen loaned by the U' S'

National Museum the manganite crystals line cavities in a massive

yellow andradite garnet.

Qu,nnrz. Quartz has until recently been a mineral rather con-

spicuous at Franklin by its absence. Numerous specimen.s in the

Stanton Collection, however, show it in veins in massive ore with

wall surfaces coated with drusy crystals. And it is also found in

cavities in carbonate veins in crystals of ordinary habit' It is,

however, to call attention to a very peculiar spbcimen from

Franklin presented to the Museum by Mr. Bauer that the mineral

is here mentioned. This is a vein in ore, the walls of which are

Iined with rhombohedral calcite crystals on which are minute

plates of hematite. The whole cavity of the vein is filled with a

felted mass of the finest crocidolite fibre, pale blue in color; lying

loose in the felt or slightly attached to the wall by one end are

needles oI qtartz, colored faintly blue by inclusions of crocidolite.

These needles range from minute spicules to slender rods 3 cm'

long and 3 mm. in diameter' They are of trigonal cross section

and represent extremely steep rhombohedrons, doubly terminated

and without visible planes of the prism, much more like calcite

forms ihan any qlJattz crystals known to the writer' The tip of

the crystal may be needle-sharp; or it may be terminated by the

faces ol the positive and negative unit rhombohedrons' Although

there are no visible prism faces'and the crystal planes are dull,

faint reflections were observed at 90o, the prism position, doubt-

Iess caused by minute striations. Readings were obtained from the

rhombohedron faces only by wetting with alcohol or-attaching

glass slips with a film of liquid. The average reading obtained

was p:87o30' which agrees most nearly with the form I(18'0'18'1)'
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ExprawArror or Pr,ern VIIf

Fig.21, Leucophoenicite, Unsymmetrical twin on c(001). Showing on one
half o(100), and b(010), and on the other half a(100), D(010), c(001), tCI02), and
y(I03).

Fig. 22a and b. Leucop.hoenicite. Projection on 6 and clinographic projection
of a crystal showing c(001), D(010), a(lll), m(ll}), s(120), e(t}I), r(I0l), iQ.02),
y(I03), u(122), qF24), p (Irl), and j (r2D.

Fig. 23. Quartz. Drawing of a crystal showing the rhombohedrons r(i011),
z(0111) and I/(1 8.0.T8.1).

ilEi**iiair=
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p:87o29' . It might, however, equally well be compared with the

form o(0.17.11. t ) ,  p :87o21' .  In  the lack of  ev idence as to the

positive or negative character of the rhombohedron, it was taken

as I/ and is so drawn in figure 23, Plate IX.

The only comparable qtattz crystals which have been figured

are shown by LaCroixlo from La Gardette'

SlrrrnsoNrre. The carbonate of zinc has long been known both

at Franklin and Sterling Hil l in massive, earthy, or spheroidal

forms. Measurable crystals, always rare in smithsonite, have not

been found there unti l recently upon a specimen saved on the pick-

ing table at Franklin. Mr. Bauer sent this specimen to the Harvard

Museum for determination. It is a fragment of coarse franklinite-

wil lemite ore with two or three solution cavities some lined with

needles of calamine and one with pure white crystals of smithson-

ite. The crystals are of typical calcite habit, the scalenohedron

a(2t3t) dominant with sometimes small faces of prism and

rhombohedrons. The faces are bri l l iant and perfect, and give

excellent position angles agreeing perfectly with those calculated

from the accepted cleavage angle.
O P

10'54', t  11' 67"54',+3'
10'53' 67054',

Figure 24,Plate IX, shows the habit of the crystals.

So far as can be found by examination of the l iterature no

scalenohedron has been measured or f igured for smithsonite; while

this form g is l isted it must have been determined only by in-

spection. The material at hand is insufficient for analysis but

its quality indicated great purity and invited optical study'

Mr. Berman measured the indices and obtained results presented

together with comparative data in the following table,

ro Min. d.ela Fronce et ses Co|.,3,86, 1901. Figure 56.

il|, (2131) observed average of 6 faces

Calculated
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SMrrnsoNns-Orrrcer Dnrn

(Immersion media used for determinations)

@

+.002

1.850N
1.845

€
+.003

Sp. Gr.

1.625 4.43

4.410

clear colorless
crystals.

yellow-
masstve.

blue-massive.

I

1.847

1.848

1.8485

1.840

r.6212 4.398

r colorless
crystals to
somewhat
blue.

rless
crystals.

botryoi-
dal radiating
fibers.

4.OO 4.20
tight blue.
brownish

crystals.

l. Not analyzed. Crystal data above. Optical properties indicate that
material is quite pure.

2. Analysis as given indicates almost pure material but the value for o(Na):
1.840 is somewhat too low for material of that purity.

3.  Contains CuO:3.48percent .
4. Not analyzed material but probably pure.
5.  Data f rom E. D.  Mountain,  Mi .n.  Mag.,21,  No. 113,  p.  51,  1926.
6. Not analyzed.
7. Notanalyzed.
8. ProbablyfairlypureZnCO3.

The foregoing table indicates that the optical properties of
smithsonite are fairly constant for various compositions within
a short range. Although the few figures given in texthooks and
reference books on mineralogy vary markedly from the above
given data, there seems to be no reason to suppose that such a
variation exists. The highest value given for the refractive index
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in the calc i te  group is  that  for  s ider i te ,  a, :1.875 for  pure FeCOai
it seems, therefore, unlikely that the smithsonite from Moresnet,
Belgium, should have for its index of refraction 7.872 as reported
by Gaubert.l l  The optical constants given by Mountain, number 5
of the table, are probably very close to those for pure ZnCOt.

SussrxrrB. This borate of manganese and magnesium is one
of the minerals peculiar to Franklin. It has been found in a variety
of associations at different t imes but never in large amounts.
Recently there was found on the, picking table a specimen so
different in appearance from the normal sussexite that Mr. Bauer
made an analysis which, with a specimen of the mineral, he has
kindly placed at my disposition. It shows a narrow vein in massive
ore largely composed of yellowish wil lemite with which is inter-
mingled a dull pink massive substance looking somewhat l ike
garnet, and some carbonate. The pink mineral is the sussexitel
when crushed it shows under the microscope a felted fibrous
structure quite unlike the ordinary parallel and separable-fibrous
texture of sussexite. The optical data, however, and the analysis
show it to be that mineral. In it, however, there is much less
magnesium than in the type material and correspondingly more
manganese. It is, therefore, quite a distinct facies of sussexite.

The optical characters were determined by Berman as follows;

Biaxial negative. 2V small, elongation negative, parallel extinction. a:1.65;

9 : 1 . 7 1 ;  t : 1 . 7 1 5 .

1. Analysis of sussexite, Franklin, by L. H. Bauer.
2. Same recalculated to 100 per cent. af ter removal of 4.5 per cent. willemite

shown to be present by phosphorescence.

3. Sussexite. Penfield & Sperry.

t .  2 .
Percentages Percentages

29.20  30  52
47.27  49 .40
9 . 1 5  9 . 5 6
3 . 1 4
1 . 9 4  2 . 0 3
0 . 1 5  0  1 6
1  . 3 0
7 . 9 7  8  3 3

BrOr
MnO
Mso
ZnO
CaO
FeO
SiOz
HzO

3.
Percentages

33 .31
38 .08
t5.92
3 . 2 4

9 . 4 3

100 00

r Bultr. d.ela Soc, Mi,n. de France,Yol.42,99, 1919.

99 .98
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Bxprlxerrorl ol Pr.atu IX

Fig. 24. Smithsonite. Drawing of a crystal showing the forms rz(1010),f(0221)
and a(2131).

Fig. 25. Tephroite. Projection on o(100) of a twin crystal, twinned on ft(011),
showing the forms o(100), 6(010), m(ll}), s(120), and/(121).

Fig. 26. Willemite. Photograph of the crystal shown in the next fgure.
Fig. 27a. Willemite. Drawing of a crystal showing the forms a(1120), r(l0ll),

*(3121), y(2r3r), and fr(4l32).
Fig. 27b. Willemite. Plan of the crystal of frgwe 27a.
Fig. 28. Willemite. Plan of a crystal similar to figure 27abfi more complex,

showing the forrns a(ll%)), s(1123), j(4223), e(0112), g(01T5), r(1011), k(4132),
x(3I21), y(2131), d(1232), D(1322), and q(1341).
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TBNNl,nrrrr. Mr. Bauer recently submitted for identif ication a
specimen from the 900 level at Sterling Hill which he reported to
contain copper, sulphur and arsenic. It proved to be an intimate
intergrowth of three minerals, sphalerite, galena, and tennantite.
The latter is in well developed crystals showing the forms o, d and
z in about the proportions of f igure 4, page 138, Dana's System.
In another specimen from the same vein the crystals of tennantite
are implanted on sti lbite with which is an intimate network of
crystals of actinolite, epidote, and barite. Thus sti l l  another
species is added to the long and growing list of Franklin minerals.

Topnnot:ro. Clear red or pink crystals of tephroite like those
described and figured by Gordon in 1922,12 were separated from
the associated garnet and willemite and this sample was analyzed
by Mr. Bauer, with the following result:

Analysis of Tephroite

Percentages
Sioz 29 - t3

MnO 66.81
MeO 0.46
ZnO 1 .53
FeO 0 .31
Al2o3 1 48
HzO 0 .20

99.92

The alumina is probably derived from a small  amount of garnet

in the sample. As i t  is the nearest to the pure Mn2SiOr of any

tephroite yet studied, i ts optical characters were determined by

Berman. The specif ic gravity is 4.113 (pycnometer)

Biaxial ( - ), 2V :60't
X : b ,  Z = c

p ) z perceptible

a : 1.7 7 ; A : 1.807 ; 7 : 1.925 all + .001 for sodiurn light.

On a specimen of tephroite in Mr. Canfield's Collection two tiny
crystals were marked as showing twinning. One of these was
detached and on measurement proved to be twinned on a face of
the dome h(}ll) which is also the twin plane in glaucochroite and
chrysolite, other members of the same group of minerals. Figure
25, Plate IX, shows the simple contact twin, projected on the front

12 Proc. Acail. Nat. Sci. Phi.|a.,74,105,1922.
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pinacoid o(100). The forms present are a(100), b(010), m(ll}),
s(120), andl!2l). As the measurements were poor the determina-
tion of the twin plane was made graphically in projection on o(100).

Wrr-rourrB. Willemite continues to be the most interesting
constituent of the Franklin ores. There seems to be no end to the
variety of its facies. Color varieties, textural varieties and crystal
developments in ever varying habits are constantly appearing.

Specimens recently acquired by the Harvard Mineralogical
Museum reveal an occurrence of wil lemite and other associated
minerals so unusual that they seem worthy of a special note of
description. These specimens clearly came from a vein cutting
the massive ore which was open for at least a short space although
probably hardly more than a crevice. Coating the vein wall is a
crust of drusy yellow garnet; upon it are pink hodgkinsonite
crystals of unusual habit; bluish tephroite crystals with tips
blackened by manganese oxide; crystals of clear or snow-white
barite; and a few minute deep red needles of what proves to be a
vanadate, probably descloizite.

Most of the specimens from this vein are studded with willemite
crystals of most unusual beauty. They are prisms of absolute
transparence, colored a fine uranium green, and, considering their
quality and complex crystall ization, of unusual size, the largest
measuring about 10 and 2 mm. in length and diameter. Their
habit is dominated by a stepwise development of the third order
rhombohedron x(2131) in combination with the second order
prism.

The combinations presented by the measured crystals with the
number of faces of each form observed are contained in the follow-
ing table:

C r y s t a l a c r s e r y
I 6 3 3 3 3 3
I r 6 3 3 3 3 3
I I I 6 1 3 3 3 3 3
I V 6 3 3 3

+ Newforms.

Figure 26, Plate IX, shows in part the deeply striated appearance
of these crystals.

D d  k
3 3 2
3 3 3
3 3
J J J

I* g*
J I

3
3 1
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So clear is the material that striations on the back of the crystal
are plainly visible through its thickness. Some of them, attached
by a prism face, are doubly terminated giving the effect of an
enormously elongated rhombohedron. In Plate IX, figure 27a,
the elongated rhombohedral aspect due to the oscillation between
cc and a is represented. As shown on the plan, Plate IX, figure 27b,
the upper part of the crystal is bounded by three alternate faces
of a. These step down with r and become smaller while the other
three faces of o become larger and at the middle of the crystal the
six faces oI a are in equal development. The same thing occurs
on the bottom between the under faces of * and alternate faces
of o. Figure 28, Plate IX, shows in plan the distribution of faces
as shown on the more highly modified crystals where the rhombo-
hedral aspect is not pronounced.

Among the many specimens of crystallized willemite acquired
by the Harvard Museum with the Stanton Collection of Franklin
minerals was one group distinguished by its extraordinary com-
plexity of crystallization. The prism zone is rounded and vertically
striated and the terminal forms are dominantly flat as shown in
Plate X, figures 29a and 29b. The crystals are colorless to pale
green and show the forms of the follorving list:

c(0001)
a(1120)

m(10T0)
*F(st40)

*(5160)
*(2r30)
*(7180)

r(10I1)
s(1123)
e(0r12)
u(2I1s)
n(0221)
r(3I21\
y(2131)

b(2243)
d(1282)

*h(r3u)

* Newforms

In the following table a summary of the observations made on
the new forms is tabulated. The prisms were observed in the
striated zone oI the stout crystals, and, although they yielded
definite signals, they are considered doubtful forms pending con-
firmation.
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ExpreNerroN ol Pr,err X

Figs. 29a and b. Willemite. Clinographic and basal projections of a crystal
showing the forms c(0001), a(1120), m(10T0), F(3140), s(1123), uQ113),N2243),
r(I0TI), e(0112), n(0221), r(3T2r), y(213r), d(1232), afi h(1344).
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Wrrr,rurrn-Nnw Fonus

Average Measured Calculated No. of
F o r m Q p e p O b s e r v a -

tions

l(4nq oo02' 41"42, 0o00, 41o4r, 9
H(r344) 43 53 34 s2 43 54 34 48 3
G(I765) 22 32 45 27 22 2s 45 19 1
g(01T5) 29 36 8 53 30 00 8 46 2

F(3140) 16 25 90 00 16 06 90 00 3
(2130) 49 02 90 00 49 07 90 00 1
(7180) 23 rr 90 00 23 2s 90 00 2
(5160) 20 l2 90 00 21 03 90 00 2

Var. from
from
mean

6
+ 8 ' _ 8
+ 3 - 2

+s9 -39 +s -s

+2s - r7

Var.
from
mean

p

+ 1  - 1
0

No.
of

cry-
stals

3

I
n

2
I

MrscntraNoous. The following minerals have been
recognized on Franklin or Sterling Hil l specimens and
added to the locality l ist:

Anhydrite-Franklin.
Heulandite-S terling Hill.
Stilbite-Sterling Hill.
Epistilbite-Sterling Hill.
Glpsum-Franklin and Sterling Hill.

With these additions the author's l ist of minerals from
calit ies now numbers 128 definite species.

An explanation for the great abundance and variety of new
facts obtained of recent years regarding the Franklin minerals lies
chiefly in two circumstances. The active development to deep
levels of the Sterling Hill mine has brought to light a host of new
data. More important, however, than this is the watchful interest
of the chemical staff of the New Jersey Zinc Company. Every
new occurrence of minerals in the mines is noted, material secured
and analyzed, and its mineralogical nature established. That this
is a new state of affairs at Franklin will be apparent to all who have
in earlier years been familiar with the local conditions.

The author desires to acknowledge his great indebtedness to the
New Jersey Zinc Co. for permission to publish the many analyses
made by their Franklin chemists.

definitely
are to be

these lo-




